Abstract-Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have shown great capacity on image generation, in which a discriminative model guides the training of a generative model to construct images that resemble real images. Recently, GANs have been extended from generating images to generating sequences (e.g., poems, music and codes). Existing GANs on sequence generation mainly focus on general sequences, which are grammar-free. In many real-world applications, however, we need to generate sequences in a formal language with the constraint of its corresponding grammar. For example, to test the performance of a database, one may want to generate a collection of SQL queries, which are not only similar to the queries of real users, but also follow the SQL syntax of the target database. Generating such sequences is highly challenging because both the generator and discriminator of GANs need to consider the structure of the sequences and the given grammar in the formal language. To address these issues, we study the problem of syntax-aware sequence generation with GANs, in which a collection of real sequences and a set of pre-defined grammatical rules are given to both discriminator and generator. We propose a novel GAN framework, namely TreeGAN, to incorporate a given ContextFree Grammar (CFG) into the sequence generation process. In TreeGAN, the generator employs a recurrent neural network (RNN) to construct a parse tree. Each generated parse tree can then be translated to a valid sequence of the given grammar. The discriminator uses a tree-structured RNN to distinguish the generated trees from real trees. We show that TreeGAN can generate sequences for any CFG and its generation fully conforms with the given syntax. Experiments on synthetic and real data sets demonstrated that TreeGAN significantly improves the quality of the sequence generation in context-free languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is an unsupervised learning framework that consists of a generative network and a discriminative network. We called them the generator (G) and the discriminator (D) respectively. D learns to distinguish whether a data instance is from real world or synthetic. G attempts to confuse D by producing high-quality synthetic instances. D and G in a GAN framework are trained against each other iteratively until they reach the Nash equilibrium. A well-trained GAN yields a generator that is capable of producing high quality data instances that look like real ones.
Inspired by the enormous success in image generation and related fields, GANs [1] have recently been extended to sequence generation tasks [2, 3] . GANs for sequence generation have many important applications in real world. For instance, in order to build a good query optimizer for a database, researcher may want to generate a large amount of high quality synthetic SQL queries to benchmark the optimizer. Unlike image generation tasks, most languages have their inherent grammar or syntax. Existing GAN models [2, 3, 7] for sequence generation mainly focus on grammar-free settings as illustrated in Figure 1a . These methods attempt to learn the complex underlying syntax and grammatical pattern from the data, which is usually highly challenging and requires a large amount of real data samples to achieve a reasonable performance. In many formal languages, the grammatical rules or syntax (e.g., SQL syntax, Python PL syntax) are predefined. Incorporating such syntax in GAN training should yield a better sequence generator with syntax-awareness and significantly reduce the searching space during the training phase. Existing syntax aware sequence generation models [4] are mainly trained via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which highly relies on the quality and quantity of the real data samples. Some studies [2, 5] show that the adversarial training could further improve the generation performance based on MLE. Even though the existing syntax-aware generation methods incorporate the grammatical information, the generation could be suboptimal.
To tackle above issues, we study the problem of sequence generation under a pre-defined grammar using GANs. We illustrate this problem setting in Figure. 1b, in which a corpus of real sequences (top left box) and a set of grammatical rules (top right box) are given as the input. The goal is to learn a generative net G that can construct high-quality sequences following the given grammar while resembling the real sequences via adversarial training. We focus on Context-Free Grammars (CFGs) according to the well-known Chomsky hierarchy [8] , which can apply to many existing formal languages. A formal definition of CFGs are provided in Section II-C. To the best of our knowledge, we make the very first effort to build a syntax aware GAN for sequence generation.
Although GANs have been successfully applied on many tasks, learning such a syntax-aware generative network is not an easy task, which has several challenges:
• Guarantee the syntax correctness: The difficulty of ensuring the syntax validity lies in the nature of sequence generator: it generates tokens one by one in a sequential
Generator EOF a good estimate of the parameter would be the value that maximizes the probability ↵ a randomly selected student does not own a sports car ↵ Xi is independent Bernoulli random variable with unknown parameter ↵ with that example behind us, let us take a look at formal definitions ↵ …… Only a set of real sequences are used for training the generator, and the generated sequence may exhibit syntax error. (b) Syntax-aware sequence generation problem. Besides a set of real sequences (top left box), a set of syntax rules are given as the prior knowledge (top right boxes, e.g., "A → A, A" and "B → table name"). At each step, the generator follows one or multiple pre-defined rules (the small boxes in the middle of output arrows, "R1","R2", etc.) to construct a sequence (dashed box) that resembles the real sequences and follow the grammar.
order. Most syntax models employ a top-down structure like trees to abstract the grammatical information. To fully achieve the syntax awareness, the sequence generator have to follow a certain grammatical tree structure. However, the structure of grammatical trees can vary a lot, it is impossible for a sequence generator to cover all the possibilities.
• Tracking the syntax state of incomplete phrase: RNN is usually used as the generator in sequence generation, which stores a summary of the generated tokens in its hidden state at each step. However, such summary does not keep track of the syntax information in the partially generated sequence, which leads to possible syntax errors in the entire sequence. To build a syntax-aware generator, we need a mechanism that enables RNN to store full syntax information and track the state while generating sequences.
• Syntax-aware discriminator: Discriminator is a crucial component of a GAN framework, and should be designed specifically based on the nature of studied task. DCGANs [5] employs Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [9] as the discriminator to achieve better performance on image representation and generation, while MaskGAN [6] uses LSTM [10] as the discriminator to train a sequence generator that fills in missing text. In our problem, simply using LSTM or CNN as the discriminative model could miss critical grammatical pattern, which makes the GAN framework yields weak generator. Hence, a tailored discriminative model should be designed carefully for syntax-aware sequence generation task to encode the rich grammar information of the sequences properly, and to guide the generator to better capture the underlying syntax pattern.
• Pre-training: A proper pre-training is usually required for both generator and discriminator. However, it is unclear that how to design a suitable pre-training strategy for the syntax-aware sequence generation task since we are the first to investigate this problem using GANs.
To tackle above challenges, we propose a novel GAN model called TreeGAN. Instead of generating sequences directly, TreeGAN absorbs a set of grammatical rules and learns to generate parse trees. Each generated tree corresponds to a sequence that is valid according to the given grammar. This approach imposes hard restrictions on the generator, and the syntax correctness of generated sequences is guaranteed. We show how these restrictions can be applied in Section III-B. Consequently, the vanilla RNN/LSTM is no longer the optimal choice for the discriminator since the generator of TreeGAN is generating trees instead of plain sequences. To better distinguish the fake parse trees from real parse trees, we use TreeLSTM [11] to guide the tree generator during the adversarial training, the details are presented in Sec. III-C. The corresponding pre-training strategies are discussed in Sec. III-D. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows,
• We transform the sequence generation problem into the parse tree generation task to effectively incorporate the structural information. We show that each sequence under a CFG could be translated to a corresponding parse tree, which is used in the proposed TreeGAN to guide the generator producing real look parse trees.
• We propose a tree generator that employs LSTM to generating parse trees that follow a pre-defined contextfree grammar.
• We propose an adversarial training framework called TreeGAN, in which a Tree-structured LSTM model [11] is used as the discriminator to guide the tree generator constructing parse trees.
• Extensive experiments performed on synthetic data sets and real data sets demonstrate that the proposed TreeGAN framework can produce high-quality texts/sequences follow the pre-defined context-free grammar. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We compare our work with the related work in Section VI. We set the problem formulations in Section II. We show how to solve the proposed problems in Section III. The experimental results for both synthetic data and real data are shown in Section IV. Then we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notation
Throughout this paper, we use capital alphabet in boldface, e.g. X, to denote a matrix, and x ij refers to the entry of X at i-th row and j-th column. We use lowercase alphabet in boldface, e.g. x, to denote a column-based vector, and x i refers to the i-th entry of x. We use calligraphic letters to denote sets, e.g. A, B, C. The important notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I .
B. Syntax Aware Sequence Generation
The syntax-aware sequence generation problem is defined as follows.
Definition II.1. Given a dataset of real-world structured sequences X = {X 1 , . . . , X N }, where all X n ∈ X follows a grammar G, train a θ-parameterized generative net G θ to construct a sequence Y 1:T = (y 1 , . . . , y T ) with y t ∈ Y, where Y is the set of vocabulary of tokens.
C. Grammar
In this paper, we study the sequence generation problem in context-free grammars (CFGs), which is formulated in the well-known Chomsky hierarchy [8] . CFGs can apply to many existing formal languages, such as palindrome and SQL. A CFG is formally defined as G = (V, T , P, S), where V is a set of non-terminal variables, T = Y ∪ { } the set of terminal variables 1 , P the set of production rules, and S ∈ V the start symbol. Each production rule P ∈ P follows the form:
For example, the context free grammar defines palindromes of 0s and 1s are G pal = ({P }, {0, 1, }, A, P ), where A consists of production rules: {P → , P → 0, P → 1, P → 0P 0, P → 1P 1}. Accordingly, the palindrome "010010" could be derived by applying following procedures sequentially:
Step 1 
D. Parse Tree
For each derivation of a CFG sequence, there is a corresponding tree representation called parse tree. The parse tree for any sequence follow context free grammar G = (V, T , P, S) are trees with following properties:
1) The root node is labeled by S.
2) The interior node is labeled by a variable in V.
3) Every leaf is labeled by a terminal in T . 4) If a node labeled A, and its children are labeled
is a production rule in P. If we concatenate leaves of a parse tree from left to right and top to bottom, we obtain a yield of the tree, which is equivalent to the string derived from the root variable. The parse tree of palindrome sequence 010010 is illustrated as on L.H.S. in Figure 3 . If we concatenate the leaves of the parse tree shown in Figure 3 , we can obtain the sequence "010 010", which is equivalent to "010010" since refers to the empty token. Theorem 1. Let G = (V, T , P, S) be a CFG. If a sequence Y can be derived using the production rules from P and the derivation starts with S, then there is a parse tree with root S that yields Y .
Proof. It is equivalent to the proof of Theorem 5.12 in [12] . Lemma 1. If sequence X follows a context free grammar G = (V, T , P, S), there is a sequence of productions Z = (P 1 , . . . , P k ) that derives Y , where P 1 , . . . , P k ∈ P. Such mapping can be denoted as Z ⇔ X.
Proof. From Theorem 1 we know there exists a parse tree Q yields Y , traversing Q via a depth-first search order yields a sequence of productions Z that derives Y .
Given Lemma 1, we can find a set of production sequences
How to parse each X n into D n is out of the scope of this paper and will not be discussed here. Now we can transform the original syntax-aware sequence generation problem defined in Section II-B into a parse tree generation problem.
Definition II.2 (Parse Tree Generation Problem). Given a CFG defined as G = (V, T , P, S), and D = {D 1 , . . . , D N } where all the production rules in {Z 1 , . . . , Z N } are from P, the goal is to train a θ-parameterized generative net G θ to construct a sequence Z 1:T = (P 1 , . . . , P T ) with P t ∈ P.
Additionally, we also train a φ-parameterized discriminative net D φ to guide G θ to improve the generating quality. Specifically, D φ (Z) is a probability indicating how likely Z is a real data sample.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce the technical details of our proposed method TreeGAN. In section III-A, We first briefly review the key components of conventional GANs, including its objective function and the optimization approach. Then we present the detailed design of the tree generator of TreeGAN in section III-B, we show how could the generator keep a lossless track information of the syntax state while generating the sequence. Section III-C presents the tailored discriminator we used for TreeGAN. Finally, in section III-D we introduce our pre-training strategy, which gives the adversarial training phase a better start point.
A. Generative Adversarial Network
GAN [1] aims to obtain the equilibrium of the following optimization objective
where L is minimized w.r.t. D φ and is maximized w.r.t. G θ . X are sampled from the real-data distribution p x . Since the first term of Eq. (2) does not depend on G θ , we only need to consider the second term when training the generator. However, applying GAN on sequence data has a problem: the gradient of loss from D φ w.r.t the output of G θ is not meaningful for discrete tokens [1, 2] . Thus, we follow the approach proposed in SeqGAN [2] to use the policy gradient [13] to guide the learning of G θ . The reward of G θ when given a start state s 0 is :
where R(·) is the reward function for a generated sequence, here we consider the estimated probability of being real by the discriminative net D φ as the reward. Formally it is defined as
Hence, for sequence generation task, the objective of training the discriminative net is arg min φ L(θ, φ), where θ is fixed. And the objective of training the generative net is arg min θ J (θ).
B. Tree Generator
Inspired by the model proposed in [4] , we consider the tree generation problem as generating a sequence of actions. The actions can be categorized into two types, which are (1) the production rules as defined in Eq. 1 and (2) the terminal tokens in V. The R.H.S. of Figure 3 illustrates the generation process of the parse tree on L.H.S of Figure 3 . Each node in R.H.S. of Figure 3 refers to an action and actions are connected by solid arrows that indict the chronological order of them. The generation proceeds in depth-first, left-to-right order. Thus, in order to generate the parse tree shown in Figure 3 , the tree generator G θ produces the following actions sequentially, P → 0P 0, 0, P → 1P 1, 1, P → 0P 0, 0, P → , 0, 1, 0 G θ starts from the root node at step t 1 and proceeds by choosing different production rules to expand the tree, and at leaves, the model generates terminal tokens to close the tree branches.
We employ a vanilla LSTM to implement our tree generator:
where, i t , f t , o t , c t , o t are the input gate, the forget get, the output gate, the memory cell and the hidden state at time step t respectively. u t is the memory cell before input gate at step t, and denotes the element-wise multiplication. For a data sample D = (d 1 , . . . , d T ), the input vector at time step t is x t = (a t−1 , p t ), where a t−1 is the action embedding vector for d t−1 and p t is the parent embedding vector for d t . Action Embedding: Two action embedding matrices W (P ) and W (V ) are initialized before train the generator G θ . Each row in W (P ) (W (V ) ) corresponds to an embedding vector for an action of production rules (terminal tokens). Parent Embedding: The tree generator uses the parent feeding illustrated on R.H.S. in Figure 3 to inherit the information encoded in the parent action along the generation tree. As shown in Figure 3 , when generating action at t 5 , the embedding of its parent action at t 3 will be used. The parent action step p(t) is formally defined as the time step at which the action node at time step t is initiated. Specifically, in Figure 3 , the action node at time step t 2 , t 3 , t 9 are all initiated at t 1 when G θ generates the production P → 0P 0. In this case, p(t 2 ) = p(t 3 ) = p(t 9 ) = t 1 . Generation State Tracking: As we discussed in Section I, the conventional RNN stores lossy summarization in its hidden state h, which only contains incomplete syntax information P ↦ 0P0 0 P ↦ 1P1 1 P ↦ 0P0 0 P ↦ ε 0 1 0 P P P 0 P 0 P P P 0 P P P P 1 P 1 0 P P P P 1 0 P P P P P 0 P 0 1 0 R P P P P P P 0 1 0 P P P 0 1 0 P P 1 0 P 0 R P P 0 P P P P P P P 0 R P P 0 P 1 P 0 Fig. 4 : The generation process of the parse tree shown in Figure 3 . The generator maintains a parent stack (grey columns) and a children stack (yellow columns), the current node (yellow boxes below the stacks) and its parent (grey boxes) are popped from the two stacks respectively at each generation step. The red elements in the stack refer to the ones are pushed at each step. The generation terminates when both stacks are empty.
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of the generated part of a sequence. For example, at time step t 2 in Figure 3 , a conventional RNN may generate action P → 1P 1 or P → 0P 0, which violates the pre-defined grammar. Thus, we need an extra control on the RNN to track the generation state accurately. The output of the LSTM at time step t is denoted as o t ∈ R L , where L is the size of the set of actions. At the output layer of each time step, the generator samples an action from the a multinomial distribution denoted by softmax(o t ) = (ô
corresponds to the probability of sampling action a k at time step t t . A mask matrix M (G) ∈ {0, 1} (|V|×|P∪T |) can be derived for grammar G. The k-th row in M (G) , which is denoted as M (G) (k), marks the valid actions for v k ∈ V as 1s and the invalid ones as 0s. Thus, when the generator G θ reaches the time step t t where the corresponding node is non-terminal node v k ∈ V, then the following masking is performed before it generates the token for step t t :õ
Hence, the probability of invalid actions for v k is reset to 0 inõ t . In the other cases, when G θ reaches a time step where the corresponding node is a terminal node y k ∈ T , then y k is directly generated. By applying such masking process, our tree generator can no longer sample actions that violate the syntax.
Tracking Algorithm: The remaining problem is how the tree generator identifies the node type and retrieves the parent action at time step t t . As shown in Figure 4 , we maintain two stacks Ω (P ) and Ω (C) for parent tracking and children tracking respectively, which is analogous to the well-known pushdown automata (PDA). At the beginning of generation, the stacks are initialized as
and Ω (C) = [Γ, S], where Γ is the empty stack symbol that cannot be popped and R is the pseudo-root symbol. At each step t t of generation, the following stack operations are performed sequentially:
, where P is the corresponding parent action and C is the head variable for time step t t . If C ∈ T , then C is generated directly and no further stack operations are required before next time step.
When C ∈ V, the embedding of the action at previous time step t t−1 and the embedding of P are fetched respectively to build the input vector x t = (a t−1 , p t ). After applying Eq. (5), an action that takes the form (C → H) ∈ P is generated based upon the masked probability vectorõ t , where H ∈ (V ∪T ) + is a sequence of variables. Before moving forward to next time step, the following stack operations are performed,
, where we push the variable C into the parent stack, and push the variables in H into the children stack in a reversed order.
at the beginning of a time step, it indicates that all interior nodes have been expanded and all leaves are labeled with a terminal token in the tree, then the generator closes the generation by producing an end symbol.
C. Tree Discriminator
Since we require the discriminator encode the rich grammar information of a sequence, it should capture the structure and the semantics of the corresponding parse tree. Thus, we use the Child-Sum Tree-LSTM [11] as the discriminator of TreeGAN. The formulation is as follows,
f jk c k ,
where Ch(j) refers to the set of children of node j. This model is also called Child-Sum Tree-LSTM, in which a tree proceeds from leaves to the root. Moreover, h r denotes the final hidden state for a given tree where r is the root node of the tree, and it encodes the entire tree and can be used for classification. A fully connected linear layer is appended after the output of Tree-LSTM to obtain the confidence:
where Ψ ∈ (0, 1) refers to the probability of the encoded tree being a real instance.
D. Pre-Training
Before starting the adversarial training, pre-training of D φ and G θ are usually required to reach a good initialization, which can facilitate the convergence later in adversarial training. We initialize the tree generator parameters using conventional maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). As to the tree discriminator initialization, we let the discriminator distinguish the twisted trees from the real trees. We randomly swap two subtrees of different head types for each real parse tree in the corpus to construct the twisted tree counterparts. The swapping operation breaks the syntax of the real parse tree, which guides the discriminator to learn correct syntax patterns.
IV. SYNTHETIC STUDY
Due to the lack of well documented syntax and schema (for SQL) in real datasets, we first test the effectiveness of the proposed model on three synthetic datasets with pre-defined syntax and schema as the ground-truth. In this section, we will first introduce the detailed experimental settings, compared methods and the evaluation metrics used on synthetic study. We attempt to answer the following research questions within this section.
• RQ1: Does TreeGAN correctly capture the syntax information? • RQ2: How good does TreeGAN capture the underlying semantical pattern (e.g. schema)? • RQ3: Could TreeGAN generates sequences of better quliaty when compared to other baselines?
A. Dataset
We prepare three different synthetic datasets with controlled syntax and schema (for SQL datasets only).
• PLD: A dataset of palindrome in english alphabet (26 capital letters and 26 lowercase letters).
• SQL-A: A dataset of SQL queries (SELECT queries) with a small set of grammatical rules.
• SQL-B: A dataset of SQL queries with larger set of grammatical rules. Note that the proposed TreeGAN uses only the grammar (syntax) but not the schema to train the sequence generator. The synthetic datasets and the corresponding grammatical rules and schema will be public available after this paper is accepted. 
B. Compared Methods
We test the following methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
• TreeGAN (Our): it uses the tree generator described in Sec. III and the Child-Sum Tree-LSTM as the discriminative model.
• TreeGAN-(Our): A variation of TreeGAN that uses LSTM as the discriminative model instead of Tree-LSTM.
• TreeGen [4] : Tree generator without adversarial training, using MLE training.
• SeqGAN [2] : The original Sequence GAN that proposed for general purpose sequence generation task. • SeqGAN- [2] : A variation of Sequence GAN that uses LSTM as the discriminative model instead of CNN.
• LSTM [10] : LSTM generator employs Maximum Likelihood Estimation as the training strategy. All compared methods are implemented using PyTorch 2 in Python. The batch size is set to 64 for all models.
C. Experimental Settings
For each dataset we used in this section, we first transform each sequence into a sequence of actions that pre-defined in the given syntax. Note that each sequence of actions represents the yield of syntax parse tree for the corresponding sequence. Then we randomly select 10% of data samples to form the test (reference) set, and use the remaining 90% as the training set. For all GAN models include the proposed TreeGAN, we perform 50 epochs of pre-training before starting the adversarial training. And the adversarial training last up to 50 epochs or until the policy gradient loss converges. We 2 http://pytorch.org use grid search to find the best hyper-parameter of TreeGAN. Default hyper-parameter are used for the compared methods unless otherwise stated. All the generated trees of TreeGAN are translated into sequence for evaluation purpose. We report the evaluation scores based on the generations of trained generative net against the samples in the test (reference) set. We used the number of generations produced by the trained generator to be the same as the size of test set in each dataset.
D. Evaluation Metrics
We include commonly used metrics such as BLEU-3 [14] , METEOR score [15] and ROUGE-L score [16] . Since neither of these metrics is designed to measure how well the generated sequences fit the target grammar, we propose two additional metrics to evaluate them. The first one measures the percentage of the generated sequences that are grammatically correct (labeled as SYNTAX). For SQL generation tasks, we additionally report the percentage of generated sequences which obey the schema (labeled as SCHEMA, evaluate the correctness of entity and relation for the generated SQL). Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the quantitative results on synthetic dataset PLD, SQL-A, SQL-B respectively.
To answer the RQ1, we demonstrate the SYNTAX scores in Figure 5 (d), Figure 6 (d) and Figure 7(d) , in which we observe that the tree-based frameworks, including the proposed TreeGAN, achieve 100% syntax correctness regards the predefined grammar while other baselines perform badly in terms of this syntax correctness. This results show that the proposed TreeGAN could fully capture the given syntax information and generate grammatically correct sequence.
As to the RQ2, we could read Figure 6 (e) and Figure 7 (e). We discover that even though without explicit input of schema, the proposed TreeGAN has higher chance for capturing the underlying semantic pattern, given at least 3.66% and 7.85% improvement on SCHEMA in SQL-A and in SQL-B respectively.
More generally, we use three popular NLP metrics to evaluate the quality of the generated sequences, which are presented in Figure 5 . These results should clearly answer the RQ3 we raised earlier, the quality of sequences generated by TreeGAN is better than the generations of compared methods. Queries generated by SeqGAN [2] 4 select count (17) , min(acoustically) from; 5 select max(cookstove), gainfully, min ()), min(buttonhole) from America; 6 select aalesund from Brazil where hanuman acoustically Hungary;
F. Qualitative Results
Queries generated by TreeGAN (our method) 7 select min(jacarta) from Jamaica; 8 select min(endogenous) from Brazil where epigraphical=1; 9 select hedy from Hungary where deject!=2; 5 and 6 by SeqGAN. Meanwhile, TreeGAN incorporates the pre-defined grammar, and all its generations are valid. We randomly select some examples in Table III . The generation 7 and 8 mimic the ground truth 1 and 2 well and capture the underlying schema correctly. Generation 9 resembles ground truth 3 and extend it with an extra 'where' clause. These observations contribute to RQ1 and RQ3, and re-confirm the answers we obtained in the analysis of quantitative results.
V. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL DATA
To better demonstrate the superiority of the proposed Tree-GAN, we also perform experiments on real dataset. We try to additionally answer the following research questions through this section.
• RQ4: Does TreeGAN achieve similar performance on real dataset with more complex syntax as in synthetic dataset? • RQ5: What is the limitation of TreeGAN on sequence generation?
A. Dataset
We test our proposed model on the python code dataset [17] from django 3 project. It is a collection of lines of python code, and each performs a functional task. We use Python AST package and Astor package 4 to construct and parse the AST corresponds to each line of code in the dataset. The code in Django dataset is diverse and spanning a wide variety of realworld use cases such as I/O operations, exception handling, and mathematical computation. We follow the same setting and same evaluation metrics (SYNTAX is not reported due to the freeness of Python grammar) as in the previous section. Figure 8 shows the results quantitative evaluation on Django dataset, from which we discover TreeGAN achieves 6.82% improvement against TreeGen and 18.14% improvement against SeqGAN in terms of BLEU score. As to the METEOR score, TreeGAN improves the performance 1.75% against TreeGen and 2.34% against SeqGAN. We also discover obvious improvement has been made by TreeGAN against TreeGen and SeqGAN in terms of ROUGE-L. Hence, TreeGAN exhibits similar advantages on the real data as in the synthetic study, which gives a positive answer towards RQ4. These observations indicate that on code generation tasks, TreeGAN could effectively plug in complex grammatical rules and generate valid code snippets, which re-confirm the answer we obtained for RQ4.
B. Quantitative Results
C. Qualitative Results
We also discuss the limitation of TreeGAN (RQ5), which could shed a light on future extension. From generation 9 , we can see TreeGAN has difficulty in understanding the concept of inheritance and the member function, where the parent class of 'META' does not have the member function called 'new file()', the call is invalid and causes a running-time error. There are about 3.7% of generations by TreeGAN exhibit the similar semantic error in our experiments. It is not difficult to identify that this semantic error in Python is the counterpart of the schema error in SQL. It is possible for our model to learn these semantic pattern from the data, but it may need a better way to guide the learning process for fully capturing the semantic, which could be a future direction for this work.
D. Final Remarks
Through the analysis of synthetic study and experiments on real data, we can finally answer the following two research questions to summarize our experiments:
• RQ6: Is TreeGAN a better GAN model on sequence generation? • RQ7: Is TreeGAN a better syntax-aware model on sequence generation? The quantitative and qualitative comparisons between Tree-GAN and SeqGAN (and its variation) should support a positive answer towards the RQ6. As to the RQ7, we can conclude that employing GAN improves the generation quality by comparing TreeGAN with TreeGen (as shown in synthetic study and real data experiments). By convincing TreeGAN is a better GAN model and a better syntax-aware model on sequence generation, we justify that both syntax-aware and GAN are indispensable components toward a more useable sequence generation.
VI. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to both syntax aware sequence generation and generative adversarial networks (GANs), we briefly discuss them respectively in this section.
A. Syntax Aware Sequence Generation
Most works on this line require descriptive input such as text specification [4, [18] [19] [20] , and their overall goal is to generate code that performs the corresponding task(s) described in the input text. Our proposed model is different from these existing models in several aspects: (1) Our model does not require any descriptive text as the input. (2) Our model employs a GAN training framework to improve the generation quality. (3) Our model targets at generating arbitrary sequences that follow the pre-defined syntax and resemble the real sequences. Some other methods on code generation focus on specific languages [21, 22] , but our model is generalized to fit any context-free grammar. Besides, there are several probabilistic generation models [23, 24] , which are mainly based on Bayesian estimation while our work is based on neural networks. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison between TreeGAN and the related GAN generation methods. GAN was first proposed in [1] , and it exhibits superb performance on image generation [25, 26] and image synthesis [27, 28] . Later on, [2] studied GAN on sequence generation using policy gradient and Monte Carlo search. [3] alternatively employs feature matching to perform the similar task. [7] additionally consider adding control on the sentiment and tenses of the generated text. However, neither of these works consider the existing grammar or syntax of the target language, and the generated text may exhibit syntax errors. Our work makes the first effort to incorporate the grammatical knowledge into GAN model on sequence and text generation.
B. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a syntax-aware GAN model called TreeGAN for sequence generation. We transform the problem into parse tree generation to incorporate the rich grammar information, and both the generator and discriminator are well-tailored to encode the syntax properly. The experiments on both synthetic datasets and real-world datasets demonstrate that TreeGAN is a promising adversarial learning framework for syntax-aware sequence generation.
We plan to extend this work in two directions in the future. The first extension will focus on incorporating predefined schema information (e.g. SQL schema) into the GAN model, which allows the generator to fully compatible with the finer level semantics of the target formal language and extend the incorporated grammar to the scope of context sensitive grammar (CSG). The second extension will consider a topic-wise TreeGAN, which could not only generate valid sequences under the given grammar, but ensure all the generated sequences are describing the given target topic. With the proposed TreeGAN and these potential extensions, we could make GANs a more practicable and versatile tool for automatically composing sequence.
